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HOMOLOGY AND GENERALIZED EVALUATION
SUBGROUPS OF HOMOTOPY GROUPS

Moo HA WOO AND KEE YOUNG LEE

D. H. Gottlieb showed that Gn (X) is contained in the kernel of
mod p Hurewicz homomorphism under some conditions. He proved
the following theorems [2J.

THEOREM. Let X be a topological space with finitely generated integer
homology. If n is an odd integer, then Gn(X) is contained in the kernel
of hp for p any prime number provided the Euler-Poincare number X(X)
*0, where hp: JIn(X)~Hn(X ; Zp) is the map as composition of
Hurewicz map tensored with Z p.

THEOREM. Let X have finitely generated integer homology. Suppose p is
a prime which does not divided X(X). Then Gn(X) is contained in the

kernel of hp for even n.

In [5J, the first author and Kim introduced the generalized evaluation
subgroups G/(X, A) of homotopy groups JIn(X) as a generalization
of Gn(X).

Let (X, *) and (A, *) be any two pointed topological spaces and
f: (A,*)~(X,*) be a fixed map.
Consider the class of continuous functions

ifJ: AXSn~X

such that ifJ(a, *)=f(a). Then the map g: (Sn, *)~(X, *) defined
by g(s) =ifJ(*, s) represents an element [gJ EJIn(X, *). The set of all
element [gJ E JIn(X, *) obtained in the above manner from some ifJ was
denoted by G/(X, A, *) and called the generalized evaluation subgroup
of JIn(X, *). Thus for every [gJ EGnf(X, A, *), there is at least one
map ifJ : Axsn~X which satisfies the above conditions. We say that
ifJ is an affiliated map to [gJ with respect to A. It was denoted by
Gn (X, A) if f is an inclusion from A to X. The evaluation subgroup
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Gn(X) is Nual to Gnl(X, X, *).
Since G...KX.A)' contains Gn(X), we raise some questions; Is Gn(X,

A) contained iri_the,kerriel. of hp? If it is riot true, what are conditions
So that it is true?

In this paper, in order to solve the problem, we study the algebraic
structure induced J)yifJ:Axsn~x affiliated to some' aEGnf(X, A),
on the homology. which is a modified notion of n H. Gottlieb's results.
Ahd' ~e show that it is cl6'sely related to GnRel (X, A) constructed by
ti~ toj. ",, ' .,. ,- ,'. .

By the kiinneth formula and the fact that H * (sn, Z) has no torsion,
we have ", '.'

it :.H*(A; G)@H*(Sn ;z) ~H*(AXSn ; G).
Thus iiXEH*(AXSn ;.G), x=,u(y®l+z®A), for some y, zEH*(A;
G) whereAEHn(Sn ; Z) isa fundamental class of Sn. 'We shall denote
,u(z®z') by zXz'.

:"PR.OPOSITION 'l.-'ietcjJ: A><Sn-tX be an affiliated map of aEGnf(X, A,
xo) with trace g. ' Then' hi homology, ifJ*(lXA)=g*(A) a.nd if f has a
left homotopy inverse r, r*ifJ*(xXl)=x, for xEHn(A; G).

Proof. Leti1 : A-tAXS~ be the map which is given by h(x)=
(x, so) and i2 : Sn-tAxSn given by i2(s) = (xo, s), where xo, So are
base points of A,S", -respectively. Let PI and P2 be the natural projec
tions from AXSn to A, to Sn, respectively; Then PI*(zXz') =zXe(z')
and P2*(ZXz') =e(z) Xz', where e is anaug~entation; See [3].
Thus PI*(xXl) =x and PUi(XXA) =0. Also P2*(l><A.) =A, P2*(XXA) =0
an(fP2~(xXl)''':''''Oif~EHq(A;G) where q>O. Now' since PIi1=lA'
ii~ (,i.).iXl!'fol';XEH*(A"';G) and' since P2i2=lsn, i2*(y) -':lXy, . for
YElI,*CSn.; Z). "'Siiice- 'tPi2:'-g, ifJ*(iXi) =ifJ*i2* CA) =g* (A). Since
if>i{' h ifJ~(xXl)::"-ifJ*il*(:i) f*(x}. Thus r*ifJ*(xX-l) "=r*ifJ*i1*(x) =
r;d*(:i) x; !. . . ' "

'PROPOSITlON2, .:Let if> :A>,<sn-tX be a.n affiliated map of aEG/(X,
iLl; ':Co~-'Vi)itlt- tiiil2e' -g~: If er ii' cl left homotopy inverse of f, then rifJ
induces a homomorphism

KJ. : Hq (A ; G)-tHq+n(4 ;G).
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Proof. Define K1(x) =r*cP* (xX}.). Then K 1 is a homomorphism.
In fact, K1(x+y) =r*cP*((x+y) X}.) =r*cP* (f1((x+y) 0}.»

=r*cP* (f1(x0}.) + f1(y0}.» =r*cP* (x0}.) +r*cP* (yX}.)
=K/x) +K/y).

We shall define K1n(x)=K1(K1n-l(x» and K 10(x)=r*q)*(xX1).
Then K10(x) =x by Proposition l.

Let G be a field. Then by the klinneth formula,
f1' : H*(A ; G)0H*(A ; G) =H*(AXA ; G).

We shall denote f1' (z0z') by ZX z'. If LI stand for the diagonal map
A~AXA, then LI*(X)=~ZiXZ/ where Zi, z/EH*(A; G).

PROPOSITION 3. Let LI be the diagonal map A~AXA and LI* (x) =
~ZiXZ/. Then LI* (K1(x» = ~ziXK1(Z/) +~ (-l)ndimz;'K.(zi) Xz/.

Proof. Consider the following diagram;

~~(AXA)x(snxsn)

/ LlXLI 11XTXI

AXA ~(Axsn)X (AXSn)

lcP LI lcPXcP
X ~XXX

lr LI lrxr
A ~AXA

LI

The diagram commutes where T: AXSn~ snXA is given by T(x, s)
= (s, x), cP is an affiliated map and r is a left homotopy inverse of f.
Note that T*: H*(A; G)0H*(Sn; Z)~H*(sn;Z)0H*(A ; G) is
given by T*(z0x)=(-1) pqx0z where zEHq(A; G) and xE

Hq (Sn ; Z). Thus

LI* (K. (x» =LI*r*cP* (xX}.)
= (r* Xr*) (cP*XcP*) (IX T* X 1) (LI* XLI*) (xX}.)
= (r* Xr*) (cP* XcP*) (IX T* Xl) (LI* (x) X (lX}.+}.XI»
= (r*Xr*) (cP*XcP*) (IX T*X1) (~(ZiXZ/)X (IX}.+}.XI))

= (r* Xr*) (cP* XcP*) (IX T *Xl) ((~ (ZiXZ/ XIX}.) + (~(ziXz/X}.XI))

= (r*Xr*) (cP* XcP*) {~(ziXI) X (z;'X}.) + ~ (-I)ndimz/(ziX}.) X (z;'XI)}
= ~r*cP* (ziX1) Xr*cP* (z;'X}.) + ~ (-I)ndimz;'r*cP* (ZiX).) Xr*cP* (z/XI)
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=~ZiX]{i!(Z/)+ ~ (-l)ndi~%/Ki/(zD Xz/.

We define thehomomorphism Kl@Ki/q, p, q=O, 1,2, .. ', on
H*(A ;OYQ9H*(A; G) by the rule

(Ki/P@Kl) (x@y) = (-l)pndimYKi/P(x)@Ki/q(y). We shall denote
f.t(KNi9.~~q)=Ki/P:XI\l'.·Thus, . by Propostion 3, we see that

L/*(Ki/(x» = (Ki/X1 +lXKi/) (L1*(x». ,
Note that

L/*(Ki(x))--;-4*{Ki!(Ki/(x))) = (Ki/X1+ lXKi/) (L1*(Ki/(x»)
. _,., 0 ' .' = (Ki/X1+1XKi/)(Ki/Xl+1XKi/)(L1*(x».
So L/*(Ki/P(x» = (Kil Xl+lXKi/)P-1(Ki/X1+1XKi/) (L1*(x» .

. ,REMARK!. If n is even, (K/XKi/q) (xXy) =Ki/P(x) XKi/q(y). So we

may regard . CKi/Xi+1 XKi/)P=~(f)Ki X Ki/p-i.

On the other hand, if n is odd, then observetnat
(Ki/X1+1XKi/)2(xXy) .' (Ki/X1+1XKi/) (Ki/X1+1XKi/) (xXy)

-(Ki/Xl+1XKi/) «-l)ndimyKi/(x) xy+xxKly»
--:( -l)ndim",Ki/(x) XKi/(y) +xXKi/(Ki/(y»

+ (-1)2idimYKi(x) Xy+ (-l)ndimKb)Ki/(x) XKi/(y).
But dimKi/(y)=dimy+n. So n dim Ki/(Y) =n dim y+n2. Since n2 is
odd, we have (-l)ndim Ki/(Y) =- (_l)ndimy• So the Ki/(x) XKi/(y)
terms cancel.

Thus - .

(Ki/X1+1XK,l)2(xXY) = (KiXl+1 X Ki(2) (xXy).
,Before we prove~the main theorems in this section, we study some

~roperiies ofH*'CA ; Z p).'~nd Ki/.

LEMMA 4. The fot/owing di~gram commutative:
. p. ifJ*

Ho (A) @Hn(sn)--Hn(Axsn)--Hn(X)

q@11 ·1 q1 ifJ*@?'~
Ho(A)@ZpQ!,JHn(Sn) Hn(Axsn)@Zp--Hn(X)@Zp

..... 'ttL ..., p. 1th 1tt2
. ,. Ho(A ; Zp)0Hiz(Sn)--Hn(Axsn ; Zp)-~H,,(X; Zp)

, ", .'
where Jt js the map in the Kunneth formula, q, q1 and q2 are maps
te1Zso~~d .1i!ith ~pand ,p,; /11 and tt2 are the 1J2aps in the universal coefficient
" , .' - - ' -" ,
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theorem.

Proof. f.l1QIii ({a} ® {fJ}) = (f.l1Q1) {a®fJ} =f.l1 ({a®fJ} ®lp) = {a®fJ®
I p} and jjf.l(Q®I) ({a} ® {fJ}) =Jtf.l( {a} 01p® {fJ}) =Jt( {a01 p} ® {fJ}) =
{a0fJ01 p} for {a} EHo(A), {fJ} EHn(sn) and I pEZp is a gener
ator. So the rectangle on the left is commutative. Also, the rectangles
on the right are commutative, because f.l1 and f.l2 are functorial.

We shall denote I p=f.l(I®lp) EH*(A ; Zp) where 1 is the generator
of Ho(A) and IpEZpo

DEFINITION 5. Suppose 0* xEHi(A ; Z p). We say that x has A-depth
d [2J if there is yEHi-dn(A; Zp) such that K;.d(y)=x and K/+1(z)
,*x for any zEH*(A; Zp).

Since K;.O(x) =r*cf>* (xXI) =r*cf>*z"a(x) =r*f* (x) =x, every xE

HiCA ; Zp) has a nonnegative A-depth.

LEMMA 6. Suppose K;.(lp) *0 and dimA(=n) z"sodd. If K;.(x)=O,
then x has odd A-depth.

Proof. Suppose x has A-depth d and K/ (y) =x. Then 0=
L/*(K;.(.r»=L1*(K/+I(y». Let us assume that d is even and that

L1* (y) =yX I p+ I pXy+ I;YiXy/.
i

Then by Remmark 1,
d

L/* (K/+1(y» = (IXK;.+ K;.X 1) (K/X 1+lXK;.2)'r (yXl p)
d

+ (lXK;.+K;.Xl) (K/Xl +lXK/);[ (l pXy)
d

+I; (1 XK;.+ K.<+ 1) (KlX 1+1 XK.<2);[ (YiXy/) ... (*).

Since K/(y) ,*0 and K.«l p) *0 and H*(A; Zp) is a free module,
K/(y)®K.<(lp) ,*0. So f.l(K/(y)®K;.(lp»=K/(y) XK.,(l p) ,*0. But
K/(y)XK;.(lp) appears in terms of L1*(Kl+l(y». Thus Kl(y) X
K.«lp)+ I;zjXz/=O where Zj and z/ are in formula (*) such that
dim z/=n and dim zj=dim K/(y). But since dim zj=dim K/(y) and
dim Yi<dim y, Zj is of the form Kl+1 (Vj) where Vj is some Yi with
dim vj=dim y-n. Now I;K/+1(Vj)Xz/=-K/(y)XK;.(lp). Since
H * (A ; Zp) is a free module, K / (y) is a linear combination of
K/+1(Vj). i.e, Kl(y)=I;ajK/'c1(Vj)=K/+1(I;ajvj), for ajEZp.

Let I;ajvj=z. Then or=K/(y)=Kl+l(z). So x has A-depth greater
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than d, a contradiction.

LEMMA 7. Hq(A; Zp) (vector space over Zp) can be written as the
direct sum of spaces A/EB······EBAqo such that xEA/ has .A-depthr. ..

Proof. Define A/ as following; K1(Hq_n(A; Zp» is a subspace of
Hq(A; Zp). Let Qo be the complementary subspace of K1(Hq_n(A;.
Zp», that is,

K1(Hq-n(A; Zp»EBQo=Hq(A ; Zp).
Let Aqo=Qo. K1Kl(Hq-2n(A; Zp» is a subspace of K1(Hq-n(A; Zp».
Thus it is a subspace of Hq(A ; Zp). Let QI be the .complementary
subspace of K1Kl(Hq_2n(A ; Zp» in K1(Hq_n(A ; Zp», that is,
. K1Kl(Hq_2n(A ; Zp»EBQI':'-K1(Hq-n(A ; Zp»
Let A/=QI' Then

Hq(A ; Zp) = K1K1(Hq_n(A ; Zp»EBA/EBAqo. .
InduCtively, we denne A/by the·' complementary subspace of
K{+I(Hq_<r+Dn(A ; Zp» in K{(Hq-rn(A ; Zp», that is,

K{+I(_<rHq+Dn(A; Zp»EBA{=K{(Hq...:rn(A ; Zp».

Let [~ ] =d, where [ ] is the Gauss function. Then we have

Kl(Hq-rln(A; Zp»EBA/-IEB···EBAqo=H,/A ; Zp).
But since q- (d+l)n<O, Hq-<rl+Dn(A; Zp) =0. So K/+I(Hq_<rl+l)n(A;
Zp)=O and therefore K/(Hq_rln(A; Zp» = Qrl=A/. Consequently,

Hq(A ; Zp)=AqOEBA/EB······EBA/,

where d=[~J. If xEA/, then xEK{(Hq_rn(A; Zp» and XEQr'

So there is a yEHq_rn(A ; Zp) such that K{(y) =x and xi=K{+l(Z)
for any zEH*(A ; Zp). Thus x has A-depth T.

In particular, we have K1(A/) ~A;t;. In fact,
K{+2(Hq+n_<r+2)n(A; Zp»EBA;ti=KI+I(Hq+n-<r+l)n(A ; Zp»

=K{+1(Hq_rn (A ; Zp» =K1(KI(Hp-rn(A ; Zp»
=K1(K{+1(Hq_<r+vn(A ; Zp)EBA/»
CK{+2(Hq+n_<r+2)n(A ; Zp» +K1(A/».

But since A;t; is complementary to K/+2(Hq+n_<r+2)n(A ; Zp»,
A;t;cK1(A/). .

LEMMA 8. Let A/ be the subspace of Hq(A ; Zp) defined in Lemma 7.
If d is even, K 1 : A/=A;t;.
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Proof. We first show that K;.(A/) =A:t~. For suppose not. Then
there exists an xEA/ such that K;.(x) has A-depth greater than d+l.
Thus there is a zEH*(A; Zp) such that K;.(x)=K{(z) for r>d+l.
Let y=K{-l(z). Then K;.(x)=K;.(y). Since xEA/, x=Kl(z') for
some z'EHq_dn(A; Zp) and x=l=Kl+1(w) for any wEH*(A; Zp).
Then

x-y=Ki(z') -K{-l(z) =Ki(z' - K{-d-l (z» and x-Y=l=K;.d+l(W)

for any wEH*(A ; Zp), because if x-y=Kl+l(w), x=Ki+1(w) +
K;-l(z) =Kl+l(w+Krd- 2(z» which is a contradiction. But since
K;.(x-y) =0 and d is even, .1:- y=O by Lemma 6. Thus y has
A-depth d. This is a contradiction to y=Kr1(z), where r-1>d.
Consequently,

K;.(A/) =A:t~.

Similarly, if K;.(x-y) =0, then x-y=O. This implies that K;. is
injective.

Let h : Hn(x)-Hn(X ; Z) be the Hurewicz homomorphism. We shall
define hp : Hn(X)-Hn(X ; Z)-Hn(X ; Zp) as composition of h tensored
with Zp. hp will he called the mod p Hurewicz homomorphism. We shall
let k>o stand for the Hurewicz map h"" : Hn(X)-Hn(X ; Q) where Q is
the rational field.

THEOREM 9. Let X and A be topological spaces and A have a finitely
generated integer homology and f: A-X be a map which has a left
homotopy inverse r. If n is an odd integer, then G/(X, A, xo) is
contained in the kernel of r*hp, for any prime number p or 00 provided
X(A) =1=0.

Proof. Suppose aEGnf(X, A, xo) is not contained in the kernel of
r*hp. Then, if ifJ : AXSn-X is affiliated to a with trace g, we have,

0=1= r*hp(a) =r*f.t2q2ifJ*i* (A) =r*f.t2Q2ifJ* (f.t(l@A»
=r*ifJ*(i1(f.tO@lp)@A)=r*ifJ*(lpXA)=K;.(l p),

by Lemma 4. Thus if K;.(x) =0, then x has odd A-depth by Lemma
6. This fact implies that K;. : Aq2r~Alr+l, for rzO, by Lemma 8. Let
X(H* (A ; Zp» = I: (-l)i (dim Hi (A ; Zp». Since H* (A ; Zp) is finitely

i

generated. X(H*(A; Zp» is well-defined. But
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X(H*(A; Zp» = ~ (-I)q(dim Hq (A ; Zp»
. q " •

=~(-I)q(~dimAi) by Lemma 7
q r

=~ (-I)q~ (dim Air+ (-I)"dimA~:D.
q r

Since dim Aq2r~dimA~+-J;.1 and n is odd, X(H*(A; Zp» =0. But
X(H* (A ; Zp» =X(A), see [2]. This is a contradiction to hypothesis.

, LEMMA 10. Suppose K~(Ip) *0 and dim A(=n) is, even. If [(~(x)=0,
,then A-depth d of x is equal to -1 mod p.

Proof. Suppose Kl(y) =x. Then since n is even,

O=A*(K~(x» , A*(Kl+l(y» = (~(d;I)KiXK~d+1-~) (A*(y»

by Remark 1. Now A*(y) =yXlp+ IpXy+ ~y,Xy/. Thus (d+I)
Kl(y) XK~(Ip) must appear in A*(Kl+1(y». Now since A*(K/+l(y»
=0, H* CA ; Zp) i~ a fre~~ mod\!le" Kl (y.2.=i:O~nd.K~(Ip)*0,

(d+I)Kl(y) XK~(Ip)+~z,Xz/=O,

where dim z/=n and dim z,=dimKl(y). Thus~z,Xz/ must come
from terms of the form (Kl+IXI) (~v,Xzl) where ~ViXZ/ is the
sum of all terms in A*(y) with the z/ having dimension n, Thus

(d+ 1)Kl(y) XK~(Ip)+~Kl+l(V,) Xz/=O
Therefore, (d+ 1) Kl(y) = ~a,K/+l(v,), where a,EZp. Let z=a,v,.
Then if (d+I) *0 (mod p), x=Kl(y)'=(d+I)-lK/+l(Z). This is a
contradiction to the fact that x" has A-depth d. So d ==: - I(mod p) ~

THEOREM 11. Let X be a topological space and A be a topologic,al space
with finitely generated integer homology and f: A~X be a map with
left homotopy inverser. Suppose p is a prime number which does not
divide X(A). Then G"f(X, A, xo) ckernel r*hp for even n.

, , ,

Proof. Assume thl;!.t aEG"f(X, A,xo) is not. in the kernel of r*hp.
Now suppose that p: AXS"-X is affiliated to a. Then K~(Ip) =FOE
H,,(A; Zp) by Lemma 4 and definition ofK~. By Lemma 7, Hq(A; Zp)
=AqoEfJ······EjJA{ such that K~(A/)::)A~t;. Now, as in the proof of
the LemJIla 8, K ~ ; A/~A~t; if d + 1 is not a multiple of p. '

'X(H:l«A; Zp»=~(-I)qdimHq(4;Zp)
• . '. 'c"" q

,~(-I)q(~dimA d)
q d q

=~{(-l}qdimAqO+ (-1)q+."4~+..+ ..·
.q
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... (-l)HdndimA:+dn+"'}
= L; ( -1) q (L;dimA:+dn). (for n is even)

q d=O

Since dim A/P=dim A;~~l=······=dimA;~1:=hn, we see that L;dim A:+dn
d

is a multiple of p and so X(H* (A ; Zp)) is a multiple of p.

CoROLLARY 12. Let X and A be topological spaces and f : A---+X has a
left homotopy inverse r. If A has finitely generated integer homology
and X(A) =1, then GJ(X, A, xo) cKer r*hp for all n and prime p.

Recall that there is a transformation k : Dn (X, A, *) ---+H n (X, A) called
the Hurewicz homomorphism [4]. Consider a map

H: (XXIn, AXaIn, xoXJn-l)---+(X, A, xo)

such that H(x, u) =x, when xEX and uEJn-l. Then the map f:
(In, aIn, In-l) ---+ (X, A, xo) defined by feu) = H(xo, u), where Xo is a
base point of X, represents an element a=[fJEDn(X, A, xo). The set
of all elements aEDn(X, A, xo) obtained in the above manner from
some H will be denoted by GnRel(X,A,xo) ([6J).

THEOREM 13. Let A be the retract ofCW-complex X. Then Gn(X, A,
xo) cker r*hp and GnRel(X, A, xo) cker kp if and only if Gn(X, A, xo) c
ker hp, where r is a retraction and hp and kp are Hurewicz homomorphisms
tensored with Zp for all prime number p.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of exact sequences;

i* j*
---..G.+1Rd (x. A) ---..Gn(A) <==:tG.(X, A) ---..GnRel(X. A) ---..Gn-l(A)---..

r*

i* j*
-->Hn+1(X, A; Zp)-->II,,(A ; Zp)<:::!-H,,(X ; Zp)-->Hn(X. A; Zp)-->Hn_l(A ; Zp)-->

r*

Since j* is surjective, the sufficient condition is trivial.
Conversely, suppose GnRel(X, A, xo) cker kp and Gn(X, A, xo) cker r*hp.

Then j*hp(Gn(X, A, xo)) = kpj*(GnRel(X, A, xo)) = kp(GnRel(X, A, xo))
=0. Thus hp(Gn(X,A,xo))cker j*=Im i*. So, for every aE

Gn(X, A, xo), there is a (3EHn(A ; Zp) such that i* ((3) =hp(a). But
(3=r*i*((3) =r*hp(a) =0.
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Hence hp (a) =i*(f3) =0. Consequently G,,(X, A) cker hp.

COROLLARY 14. Let A be a retract of X and have a finitely generated
integer homology group. Let n be an· odd integer and Euler-poincare
number X(A)i:O. Then Gn(X,A,*)ckerhp if and only if G"Rel(X,A,*)
cker kp.

COROLLARY 15. Let A be a retract of X and have a finitely generated
homology group. Suppose p is a prime which does not divided X(A). Then
G,,(X, A, *) is contained in the kernel of hp if and only if G"Rel(X, A, *)
is contained in the kernel of kp for even n.

Thus the condition that G"Rel(X, A, *) cker kp is the minimum
condition so that G" (X, A, *) cker hp under the above conditions.
Moreover, Corollary 14 and Corollary 15 are a generalization of
theorems proved by Gottlieb because Gn(X, X, *) =Gn(X) and
G"Rel(X, X, *) =0.
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